
     Please read the following directions to 
ensure the proper wear and care of your:

              HOOLIGAN WRAP™ 

-
- The HOOLIGAN WRAP™  is made with neoprene. Water resistant not 

water proof. 

- This example walkthrough is for the right leg positioning: While holding the HW™, 
center the “heat shield” over the hot pipe section with the metal oval facing outwardly. 
Grab the very end hook & loop piece and thread it through the metal oval, then gently 
pull it back around securing the
HOOLIGAN WRAP™  in its place. Adjust accordingly. For any extra slack in the 

neoprene there is a small velcro like piece for anchoring. 

- Make sure the side that is sticky to the touch (“sharkskin raw rubber”) is            the 
ONLY side making contact with your riding pant, and the “heat shield” (black bevelled-
looking fabric with the 7 x 8 inch section) is facing towards and centered in the middle 
of the pipe. Check the website for placement photos. 

- Please make sure the “heat shield” is the only part making contact with the exhaust 
pipe. If any hook & loop or neoprene sections cross in the path of the “heat shield” 
those materials will be compromised. The only function of the “raw rubber” on the 
inside is to keep the HOOLIGAN WRAP™  in its place.

- The “extension piece” can be used to make your HOOLIGAN WRAP™  longer to 
ensure the coverage that you need. Don’t lose it you might need it later.

- When your HOOLIGAN WRAP™  is not being used, please lay flat or gently roll with 
the raw rubber side facing outwards.  Do not fold. Folding neoprene could cause 
creasing.

- It may require a little getting used to at first. People will probably think you are wearing 
some sort of leg brace!

If you have any questions about wearing your new HOOLIGAN WRAP™  
please contact me through my website:  www.hooliganwrap.com 

           
                                             Ride safe out there.  Paula A. Dana

 

http://www.hooliganwrap.com


The  HOOLIGAN WRAPTM  
……..is Now even more ECO-friendly ♻

The “Heat Shield” and “Metal Oval” can both be saved to 
be used AGAIN and AGAIN  with each

NEW “Wraparound” piece!

Note: Please don’t remove until you are ready to put them into 
your NEW “wraparound.” If you have an older version just cut the 
“metal oval” out and now you are ready for the “NEW” 
wraparound!
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1.5 in. X 2 in. LOOP Piece (Place On Top Of Existing HOOK)

1.5 in. X 7 in. LOOP Piece (Place On Top Of Existing HOOK)

“NEOPRENE RUBBER SIDE“
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For HOOLIGAN WRAP™
When The EXTENSION Pice IS IN USE!

Help Stop Riding Pant From Chafing.
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